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Being able to distinguish parton pair type in a dijet event could significantly improve the 
search for new particles that are predicted by the theories beyond the Standard Model at 
the Large Hadron Collider. To explore whether parton pair types manifesting themselves 
as a dijet event could be distinguished on an event-by-event basis, I performed a 
simulation based study considering observable jet variables. I found that using a 
multivariate approach can filter out about 80% of the other parton pairs while keeping 
more than half of the quark-quark or gluon-gluon parton pairs in an inclusive QCD dijet 
distribution. The effects of event-by-event parton pair tagging for dijet resonance 
searches were also investigated and I found that improvement on signal significance after 
applying parton pair tagging can reach up to 4 times for gluon-gluon resonances. 
 
 
1. Introduction 
 
A huge amount of jets are produced in the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) at CERN; 
mostly from QCD parton-parton scattering. The outgoing partons are observed as particle 
jets in a detector. The type of parton the jet came from can be determined using some 
properties of the initiating parton. This information is useful for many physics analyses.  
 
Identification of a b-quark [1] is necessary for reconstruction of many physics processes, 
such as top quark decay or Higgs boson decay. Compared with the light quarks, the b-
quark is heavier and has a long lifetime. In addition, it’s decays are mostly semileptonic. 
These properties cause some differences in observable variables, such as the impact 
parameter of charged tracks, reconstruction of the secondary vertex, and the absence or 
presence of a lepton inside the jet.  
 
Distinguishing quark-initiated jets from gluon-initiated jets is possible due to several 
differences between quarks and gluons, which lead to differences in observable variables 
in jets [2, 3]. Quark/gluon jet separation is very useful to search for particular physics 
processes. For example, many supersymmetric models produce quark jets with missing 
transverse energy. In addition, vector boson fusion produces forward jets, which are 
always quark-initiated.  
 
There are many theories to extend the Standard Model that predict short-lived massive 
new particles coupling to quarks and gluons. These new particles are produced as narrow 
resonances, decaying to dijets and may show up as a bump in the invariant dijet mass 
distribution, emerging from the steeply falling distribution of the QCD dijet background. 
The decay of a dijet resonance can leave a final state consisting of quark-quark, quark-
gluon and gluon-gluon parton pairs, which manifest themselves as a dijet event. A review 
of experimental searches for dijet resonances can be seen in reference [4]. 
 
Dijet resonance searches are one of the high priority physics topics of ATLAS [5-8] and 
CMS [9-12] experiments. In CMS experiment, dijet resonance signals are classified 
according to parton pair types and 95% cross section upper limits are set separately on 
each parton pair type. While the same observed dijet invariant mass spectrum is used, 
different signal shapes are chosen based on simulations of dijet resonances.  
 
The search for b-tagged dijet resonance [11], exploiting a b-tagging algorithm from 
reconstructed objects to select b-quark originated jets, is performed categorizing the 
invariant dijet mass distribution with zero, one and two b-jets tagged. This additional 
requirement results in an increased search sensitivity to narrow resonances preferentially 
decaying into pairs of b quarks.  
Similarly, several advantages may be gained by categorizing the dijet mass distribution 
based on parton pair tagging. It allows classifying dijet events to be able to search for 
particular parton final states, which may increase the signal sensitivity significantly. In 
the case of existence of a signal in a dijet mass spectrum, parton pairs tagging of the 
signal help us to understand the theoretical origin of the signal. 
 
In this article, mainly two researches are performed. First, the performance of parton pair 
separation in a dijet event is investigated in Section 2. Second, the effects of parton pair 
separation for dijet resonance searches at LHC are studied in Section 3. 
 
2. Identification of Parton Pairs 
 
A dijet event may consist of three types of parton pair final states, which are quark-quark, 
quark-gluon and gluon-gluon. Two different theoretical models of dijet resonance are 
used to obtain the three types of final state parton pairs. The Randall-Sundrum Graviton 
model [13] with k/MPl=0.1 is used to obtain quark-quark and gluon-gluon parton pairs, 
where MPl is the reduced Planck scale and k is the unknown curvature scale of the extra 
dimension. The excited quark model [14, 15], with the compositeness scale set equal to 
the excited quark mass, is used to obtain quark-gluon parton pairs. Only light quarks in 
resonance decays are considered, since it was shown in [16, 17] that b-quark jets have 
properties that are more similar to gluon jets than to light quark jets. QCD could also be 
used to generate dijet events to obtain different types of parton pairs. I see that there is no 
effect on the results of parton pair separation whether dijet events are produced in s-
channel (via resonances) or mainly t-channel (via QCD).  
 
The events are generated using PYTHIA v8.180 [18] considering 14 TeV proton-proton 
collisions at various resonance masses, from 1 TeV to 7 TeV, to have a wide spectrum of 
the jets pT. The jets are reconstructed using FASTJET v3.5.5 [19]. The charged particles 
with pT<1 GeV are rejected and not used in the jet reconstruction to emulate detector 
effects. Anti-kt jet reconstruction algorithm [20] with cone size R=0.5 is used and two 
leading jets in an event are considered. Both leading jets were required to satisfy the η 
cuts which are |η1 , η2| < 2.5 and |Δη| < 1.3, which are the standard kinematic cuts of 
ATLAS and CMS for dijet resonance searches. This kinematic selection is optimal for 
enhancing isotropic signals over the QCD dijet background.  
 
To be able to distinguish parton pair types in a dijet event, we can use several observable 
jet variables, which show variation due to various differences between quarks and gluons. 
Basically, there are two types of observable variables for quark/gluon jet tagging: discrete 
variables and continuous variables. Charged particle multiplicity is an example of a 
discrete variable which is sensitive to the color factor of quarks (CF=4/3) and gluons 
(CA=3). In addition, number of subjets above a particular pT threshold, pT fraction of Nth 
subjet, average distance from jet axis, and charge-weighted pT sum of tracks are the other 
examples of discrete variables. The continuous observables include jet mass, jet 
broadening and jet angularities. The details of these observables are reported in reference 
[3]. 
 
Usually, using several variables at the same time can improve tagging results 
significantly. TMVA v4.1.3 package [21] part of ROOT v34.02 [22] is used to combine 
the observable variables. The combination of the following variables from two leading 
jets is found to be optimal for distinguishing parton pairs: Jet Mass/pT with R=0.3, pT 
fraction of jet with R=0.2, charged particle multiplicity and jet girth [3, 23], which is 
defined as  
 𝑔 = 1𝑝!!"# 𝑝!!!∈!"# 𝑟! 
 
where 𝑟! = (∆𝜂!)! + (∆𝜙!)!.  Since charged particle multiplicity and jet mass are 
proportional to the color factor, charged particle multiplicity and jet Mass/pT ratio of 
gluon jets are greater than quark jets. Quark jets are narrower than gluon jets and jet 
energy fraction near the center of gluon jets is less than quark jets.  
 
Figure 1 shows the considered jet observable distributions of two leading jets at the 
resonance mass of 3 TeV, for which jet pT varies between 100 GeV to 2 TeV. Similar 
distributions are also observed at the different values of resonance masses. The 
distributions show good separation between quark-quark and gluon-gluon final states. As 
expected, the distributions of quark-gluon fall between quark-quark and gluon-gluon. 
 
Considering two leading jets, a total of eight jet variables is found as the inputs for an 
event. Boosted Decision Trees (BDT) method is chosen as a multivariate discriminator. 
Likelihood and Artificial Neural Networks methods are also considered. But it is found 
that BDT has the highest background rejection at any signal efficiency and it behaves 
more stable for all resonance masses than the other techniques. Figure 2 presents BDT 
output distributions for each type of parton pair separation. Since there are three types of 
parton pairs that can produce a dijet event, the contributions to background should come 
from the other two different parton pair types. For example, if we are interested in quark-
quark parton pair separation, the background should be combination of quark-gluon and 
gluon-gluon parton pairs. The author notes that although these BDTs were trained and 
measured using parton pairs from dijet resonance Monte Carlo, performance on parton 
pairs coming from QCD events is expected to be similar.  
 
 
 
                                               
 
 
Figure 1.  The distributions of selected variables from two leading jets: The ratio between 
jet mass and jet pT with R=0.3 in (a), Girth in (b), charged particle multiplicities in (c), 
and fraction of jet pT with R=0.2 in (d). Solid blue histograms present quark-quark final 
state, dashed red histograms show quark-gluon final state and empty black lined 
histograms present gluon-gluon final state at the resonance mass of 3 TeV. 	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Figure 2. The output distribution of Boosted Decision Tree technique for each type of 
parton pair separation. Blue solid histograms show signal of a particular parton pair and 
red hatched ones present background that comes from other two types of parton pairs.  
 
The ROC (Receiver operating characteristic) curves that describe the signal efficiency 
versus background rejection are shown in Figure 3 for each type of pairs. The best 
background rejection in a given signal efficiency point are obtained for quark-quark 
parton pair.  Since the jet variables of quark-gluon parton pair fall between quark-quark 
and gluon-gluon decays, it is the hardest parton pair type to distinguish from other parton 
pair types. As an example, an inclusive QCD dijet distribution can be considered. Figure 
3 shows that 90% of events, which are produced in quark-gluon and gluon-gluon parton 
pairs, can be rejected in the inclusive QCD dijet mass distribution while keeping around 
60% of quark-quark parton pair events.  
 
The ROC curve in Figure 3 is obtained using the jet variables at the resonance mass of 3 
TeV. For the all resonance masses corresponding to different dijet mass window, the best 
separation is obtained for quark-quark parton pair, while the worst separation is obtained 
for quark-gluon. Variation in the ROC curves is small when using different resonance 
masses. The variation of background rejection at a given signal efficiency is up to 7% for 
quark-quark decays, while it is only 2% for gluon-gluon decays, for resonance masses 
between 1 and 7 TeV. 
 
The background rejection at a given signal efficiency increases when resonance mass 
increases since the jet energy also increases. Because performance of quark/gluon jet 
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Figure 3. ROC curves of each type o parton pairs. The greatest background rejection is 
achieved for quark-quark parton pair tagging.   
 
3. Improvement in Dijet Resonance Search 
 
In the previous chapter, it is presented that parton pair tagging can be performed using jet 
observable variables. It allows to classify  a dijet mass spectrum according to parton pair 
types. The sensitivity to dijet resonance decaying to a specific parton pair should increase 
after applying a parton pair tagging method, because parton pair tagging suppresses the 
QCD background. In order to study improvement in dijet resonance search, QCD dijet 
events are generated using PYTHIA v8.180 to be used as background.  
 
Various discriminator points can be selected to operate parton pair tagging in an event 
using BDT output distributions shown in Figure 2. The selection of discriminator cut 
points can be done considering signal efficiency or background rejection. I select several 
discriminator points based on signal efficiency in a ROC curve. The ROC curves and 
BDT outputs at the resonance mass of 3 TeV is used because it gives relatively wide 
variation in jet pT. 
 
The use of parton pair tagging can affect the signal modeling in two ways. First, it can 
potentially change the shape of the signal. Second, it reduces the signal efficiency. I find 
that the application of parton pair tagging does not appreciably change the resonance 
shapes as long as the signal efficiency is sufficiently high. But at high resonance mass, 
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using tighter cuts which correspond to below 40% of signal efficiency, resonance masses 
are effected due to low mass tail coming from final state radiation and parton distribution 
function effect. Another impact of parton pair tagging on signal modeling is its affect on 
the signal efficiency. The signal efficiencies vary ±10% over all the considered resonance 
masses. 
 
Similarly, parton pair tagging is applied to QCD background to classify dijet mass 
distribution in different parton pair category. After parton pair tagging is applied to the 
inclusive QCD background, reasonable falling QCD background spectrums are obtained 
for each type of parton pairs.  
 
Figure 4 (a) shows improvement of the signal significance as a function of resonance 
mass at 80% signal efficiency cut selection. The searching mass windows are selected 
between ±σ variations of mean value for each resonance masses. The improvement is not 
notable for quark-quark and quark-gluon dijet resonances, but it may help to determine 
the origin of a dijet resonance signal. As the value of resonance masses increase, 
improvement of quark-quark signals decrease, while it is almost constant for quark-
gluon.  The greatest effect of parton pair tagging to improve and identify resonance 
signals is obtained for gluon-gluon resonances. This is because high mass QCD 
distribution is dominated by quark-quark final state, which is most easily distinguished 
from the gluon-gluon final state. As the value of resonance masses increase, improvement 
of gluon-gluon signals increase. 
 
Figure 4 (b) presents the effects of the discriminator selection on signal significances at 
the resonance mass of 5 TeV. Choice of the discriminator points almost does not change 
the improvement of the signal for quark-quark and quark-gluon resonances. But the 
gluon-gluon signal sensitivity increases when using tighter discriminator cut.  
 
        
Figure 4. (a) Improvement of signal significance ratio as a function of resonance mass 
after applying parton tagging. The tagging discriminator is chosen at 80% signal 
efficiency. (b) Improvement of signal significance as a function of signal efficiency cut at 
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the resonance mass of 5 TeV. In both plots, black dashed line shows gluon-gluon 
resonances, red dashed line present quark-gluon resonances and purple dashed line shows 
quark-quark resonances. 
 
4. Conclusion 
 
LHC is going to start taking data at higher collision energy in 2015 and it is going to 
allow us to explore the higher energy regime. Undoubtedly, dijet resonance search is 
going to be one of the top research topics of CMS and ATLAS. This paper is addressed 
two main studies. First, it is presented that parton pair tagging may be achieved in a dijet 
event, especially for quark-quark and gluon-gluon parton pairs. Second, a new approach 
is studied using parton pair tagging to improve the signal sensitivity of searches for dijet 
resonances. It is seen that use of parton pair tagging has the potential to enhance 
sensitivity to many models of dijet resonances, and I find it significantly increase the 
signal significance for gluon-gluon resonances. Parton pair tagging may also help identify 
the parton pair source of the resonance signals, which would help to understand the 
theoretical model behind any resonance discovered. 
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